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“A third of the content that  
we once believed to be 
essential has been cut”

“ If we could, 
we would 
probably  
do fewer  
GCSEs, too”
“What can Thomas More’s 
Utopia teach us about how to 
live a good life today?

Can maths stop  
the building of a  
concrete factory  
on the Olympic park?

Why did Brexit happen?

These are questions children 
have explored at School 21 
– a 4 -18 school in Stratford, 
East London – in Year 9. In 
each case the curriculum 
wrapped itself around the 
driving question, allowing 
students to explore concepts 

and acquire knowledge 
outside the realms 

of traditional subject 
parameters. And in the case 
of the maths project, it led 
to a real-world application 
- our learners helped ensure 
the concrete factory never 
got past planning. 

There’s more: playing in  
a band, performing a  
five-minute no notes 
‘ignite’ speech on a topic 
of their choice, being part 
of a whole school concert, 
producing sculptures, 
taking part in a dance 
project - these are  
universal Key Stage 3 
experiences for  
our students.

Neither the questions nor 
the experiences feature on 
any of the GCSE courses we 
offer; all of them are part of 
our vision for a broad and 
big education, and GCSE 
specifications do not map 
neatly onto this vision. 

Why not? Well firstly, they 
have extraordinary power to 
draw energy and time into 

their orbit. ‘Why are  
you not referring to AO3 in 
your lesson?’ ‘The behaviour 
is not great in my Year 8 
class but I need to focus on 
my Year 11s.’ ‘What grade 
do you predict Jane in Year 
7 English will get by GCSE?’ 
Starting the GCSEs earlier 
heightens the chances of 
mission creep, and reduces 
the chances of creating 
intellectual space for a  
broad education.

Secondly, GCSEs are  
not the goal of education. 
They are one measure  
of how well children have 
understood selected parts 
of certain subjects. They 
should be given just enough 
space and time to ensure 
students can secure the 
grades they need for their 
next steps.

Thirdly, by choosing options 
in Year 8 and starting 
courses in Year 9 children 
are missing out on brilliant 
subjects - often those that  
spark creative thought.  
If students drop music  
or drama or DT they  

may never experience  
their joy again - all in  
service of securing a  
few more marks on  
terminal exams.

So for us the 
decision  
was easy. 
Two years is 
better than 
three if we 
are to fulfil 
our broader 
goals. In fact 
if we could,  
we would 
probably do 
fewer GCSEs in  
Year 10 and 11 too.”

Oli de Botton is co-founder 
and head teacher of School  

21, a 4 to 18 school in 
Stratford, East London,  
where Key Stage 3 lasts  

for three years

perhaps, by cutting KS3, 
there is a danger that  
the most disadvantaged 
students who join our 
education system will  
not be given access to a 
curriculum that helps 
them achieve their  
full potential.

Careful consideration 
If schools have opted for a 
three-year GCSE, it is 
important that teachers 
are not simply just ‘taking 
their time’ with delivery. 
50% more time also means 
students need to retain 

information for 50% 
longer – there’s a long 
time between the start of 
Year 9 and the summer of  
Year 11. The data on 
comparing two-year and 
three-year GCSE results 
seems inconclusive at 
present, as does Year 10 

entry versus Year 11. 
When it starts to emerge, 
will decisions be made by 
schools on what is best for 
the students, or the 
performance indicators 
and league tables?

It is for all these 
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